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ABSTRACT

In recent years, science education has shifted focus, from content

to practice. This is reflected in the NGSS, which advocate learning

science concepts through engagement in science and engineering

practices. Theory building is a central activity of science and com-

putational modeling is a key practice through which contemporary

scientists construct theory. In this paper, we discuss an 8th grade

science teacher’s implementation of a computational modeling

lesson. The teacher had co-designed the computational modeling

microworld and lesson with the research team over the preceding

summers. We investigate the teacher’s activity during a whole-class

discussion near the end of the lesson, to understand her responsive

teaching strategies and how the co-designed technology supported

her in eliciting and responding to student ideas. We examine the

transcript from a follow-up interview to understand her experience

implementing the co-designed technology and responsive teaching

strategies, and to identify foci of future co-design iterations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, science education has seen a shift in focus, from

content to practice [1, 2]. This is reflected in the Next Generation

Science Standards (NGSS), which advocate the learning of science

concepts through engagement in science and engineering prac-

tices [3]. Theory building is a central activity of science. Theory

building is defined here as a family of practices, through which

individuals generate, evaluate, and refine theoretical knowledge

artifacts, including laws, models, explanations, and construct defi-

nitions. Computational modeling is a key practice through which

contemporary scientists construct theory [4, 5]. Science teachers

should therefore create meaningful opportunities for students to

construct scientific knowledge through computational modeling

practices.

1.1 Computational modeling instruction

Many science education research programs have designed compu-

tational modeling environments and investigated the learning they

afford. There is a long tradition of asking students to create models

of phenomena from Newtonian physics. diSessa [7] describes a

case where high school students re-invented F=ma through their

development of computational models. Sherin [8] looked broadly at

the possibility of using programming as a language for expressing

simple physical ideas. Wilensky and colleagues have investigated

student construction of models of complex systems phenomena

such as predator-prey dynamics, using the NetLogo computational

modeling environment [9ś11]. Recent work in this tradition has

examined student construction of models using NetTango [12ś14],

a block-based interface to NetLogo. These studies have examined

students’ development of both scientific understanding and com-

putational thinking through their construction of models [15ś18].

1.2 Pursuing student thinking

Many of the computational modeling approaches described above

are constructivist, as building and debugging models gives students

a chance to articulate, evaluate, and refine their thinking. As such,

teachers facilitating computational modeling activities are often

pulled into enacting responsive teaching strategies, a family of
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teaching strategies that pursue student thinking. Based on the as-

sumption that students have awealth of productive prior knowledge

with which to construct new knowledge [19], a responsive teacher

seeks to 1) understand the substance of student ideas, 2) identify

connections between student ideas and the knowledge and prac-

tices of the discipline, and 3) adjust instruction in order to pursue

student ideas [20]. Research on responsive teaching has found that

it can help develop conceptual understanding [21], engage students

in disciplinary practices [22], promote student agency [23], and

foster equitable participation [24]. Taking a responsive approach is

beneficial, yet it presents the teacher with certain łinstructional ten-

sionsž [25] or łdilemmas of practicež [26]. A primary dilemma is the

general tension between achieving content objectives and allowing

students to follow their own thinking and develop knowledge in a

more organic way.

1.3 Exploring one teacher’s engagement in
responsive teaching

Responsive teaching can be a powerful approach, with research

pointing to many benefits. Computational modeling provides a

natural structure for engaging in responsive teaching, as it fosters

students’ articulation and evaluation of ideas. As noted above, how-

ever, responsive teaching presents teachers with practical dilemmas,

which can make the approach daunting. Added to these dilemmas

are challenges teachers face when integrating computational activi-

ties into their classrooms, including inadequate preparation [27, 28]

and low self-confidence and self-efficacy [29, 30]. Given these chal-

lenges, we used a co-design approach to ground ourselves in the

needs and realities of teachers, while working towards the devel-

opment of technology and activities meant to support teachers’

engagement in responsive teaching practices [31]. In this paper, we

investigate one teacher’s implementation of and experience with

responsive teaching in the context of a computational modeling

lesson she had co-designed with our research team. In particular,

we analyze the teacher’s activity during a whole-class discussion

near the end of the lesson, making the focus of our inquiry the

ways she engaged in responsive teaching and how the co-designed

technology supported her in eliciting and responding to student

ideas. We examine the transcript from a follow-up interview to

understand her experience with implementing the co-designed

technology and responsive teaching strategies and to identify foci

of future co-design iterations.

2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The design of theory-building instruction was based on a theory of

knowledge and learning called knowledge in pieces (KiP) [32]. KiP is

a cognitive theory of learning, which views knowledge as a complex

system of elements. The elements can be thought of as nodes, which

collect in networks in response to sense-making demands of a given

problem or context. Novices form networks inconsistently across

contexts for which experts would draw on the same knowledge. The

process of transition from novice to expert is viewed as a gradual

łtuning to expertisež through which the knowledge networks are

reorganized and refined over time in response to feedback from the

environment. The elements of the novice system are repurposed

in the expert system and are therefore viewed as resources for the

development of expertise [33]. In this way, KiP is constructivist [34].

This łresourcež view of prior knowledge puts KiP into contrast with

łmisconceptionsž views, which treat prior knowledge as a hindrance

to learning, whichmust be identified and replacedwith correct ideas

[35, 36].

The role of instruction, from the KiP perspective, is to help stu-

dents articulate and refine their thinking. KiP pedagogy attends

to the content of student thinking, creating space for students to

share their ideas and consider the ideas of their peers. KiP peda-

gogy therefore fits into the larger family of responsive teaching

approaches discussed earlier. Theory building provides a natural

activity structure for engaging in responsive teaching. Theory build-

ing encourages students to articulate their initial thinking when

they generate their theoretical knowledge artifacts (e.g., models,

explanations, etc.). They are asked to evaluate and refine their ar-

tifacts, which causes them to carefully examine and refine their

thinking. Theory-building instruction aligns well with construc-

tionism [37], a pedagogical theory that posits learning happens

best through the construction and refinement of publicly shareable

artifacts.

3 METHOD

3.1 Research design

Our paper examines data from the implementation of a theory-

building lesson, which was part of a larger design-based research

project [38] aimed at the development and investigation of middle

school theory-building instruction. The lesson took place near the

end of a 9-day unit focused on sound energy. The students had al-

ready been introduced to sound production, wave propagation, and

concepts such as kinetic and potential energy. The lesson (which

had originally been designed to take two days but was extended

to four) had been co-designed to help the students understand

how sound energy moved through a medium as a wave, and more

specifically the relationship between a sound wave’s volume and

energy. To support their knowledge development, the lesson en-

gaged students in building a block-based model of a sound wave

propagating through a medium. They then explored the model to

infer the relationship between volume and energy. The teacher

had co-designed the Sound model (Figure 1) with our research

team through a process outlined below. This paper investigates

the teacher’s implementation of a whole-class discussion that took

place near the end of the second day of the computational modeling

lesson, and her reflections on her implementation of that activity.

3.2 Research context and participants

The implementation took place in the classroom of a teacher we

call Ms. K, who taught 8th grade science at a public middle school

in the rural Mountain West of the United States. The focal class

period had 32 students. All students included in the analysis were

given pseudonyms. At the time of the implementation, Ms. K was

in her 20th year as a classroom teacher.

3.3 Co-design process

To develop our theory-building lessons, we leveraged a co-design

approach and collaborated with area teachers to create lessons that
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meant by it or they may not have thought about it enough to artic-

ulate what precisely was łgreater about the sound waves.ž In doing

this, Ms. K sets all of the students on equal footing with regards to

addressing the question łwhat is greater about the sound waves?ž

Ms. K walked back over to the list of student ideas and read the

focal statement aloud again. She looked out at the students and

asked for a volunteer to tell her what łgreater sound wavesž might

mean. In doing this, she asked the students to connect what they

saw in the simulation with the relationship one group of students

had described. She asked them to use evidence from the simulation

to elaborate and make more precise the original main point. Ms.

K pointed to a student and asked her to share their thoughts on

łwhat is greater about this wave.ž

Ms. K: What is greater about it to you?

Penny: The more, the more the waves are moving

through.

4.1.4 Responding to student ideas: Using the simulation output to

test the student’s idea.

Ms. K: You think that there are more waves moving

through? Did you count them?

Penny: No.

Ms. K: Can I count them? Is that OK? OK, so from 200

to. . . well, we’ll do from 300 to 400, I’m gonna count

them. Let’s see. We’ve got one wave, two wave, three

wave, four wave. . .

The student responded to Ms. K’s question with a specific,

testable hypothesis. Ms. K asked whether the student had counted

the waves. The student had not, and Ms. K asked if she could count

the number of waves. She counted four waves over a period of 100

ticks (from t = 300 - 400). It is likely that Ms. K knows that changing

the volume should not change the number of waves, and she is us-

ing the simulation to gather data with which to refute the student’s

hypothesis and determine that it is not the number of waves that

is greater about the sound wave, when the volume is increased.

Ms. K: Now let’s change it and I’m gonna count ‘em

again and see if that is true. So, I’m gonna take the

volume back down. And let’s let it run for a minute.

Let’s see if there are more waves or less waves in 100

ticks. K, we’re starting to get some data here. . .So, I’m

gonna stop it for just a second. . .So, here are our 100

ticks, one wave, two wave, three wave, four wave. Are

we getting more waves when we change the volume?

Or less waves?

Ms. K lowered the volume and counted the number of waves

over the same interval (100 ticks). She counted the same number

of waves she had counted for the high-volume sound wave. She

asked the students to compare the number of waves for the low

volume wave with the number of waves for the high-volume wave,

hoping to refute Penny’s hypothesis. No students responded to her

request, so she turned to Penny.

Ms. K: Can I ask you? ‘Cause we were the ones that

were talking about it. Does the data show that?

Penny: Yeah.

Ms. K: So, look we’ve got from 300 to 400, it’s the

same [points to 100-tick interval]. So, when you tell

me łthe louder the volume the greater the sound

wavesž are we talking about a greater number of

waves? When we say łgreater the sound wavesž what

is greater? I’m not sure we’ve got to the bottom of

this yet. Somebody suggested that maybe greater

means we have more waves when we take the

volume up. But we just counted them, and there’s

four waves in between the same number of ticks.

We’re not getting more waves that way.

Ms. K asked Penny, who had originally offered the łmore wavesž

hypothesis, łdoes the data show that?ž She responded with a short

łyeah,ž which Ms. K did not pursue further. It may be that she senses

hesitation in Penny’s voice and is worried about putting her on

the spot. It may be that she is worried she won’t give the correct

response, and she wants to make sure the students understand that

the hypothesis was refuted by the data produced by the simulation.

At this point, there were about 3.5 minutes remaining in class and

it is possible that Ms. K felt pushed to make connections for the

students, rather than letting them take the time they need to arrive

at the connections on their own.

4.1.5 Eliciting student ideas: Running the simulation with low and

high volume and asking students to identify what is greater about

the high-volume sound waves. Ms. K turned back to the students to

solicit additional possible meanings for łgreater waves.ž

Ms. K: I’m gonna play this one more time. Turned up

the volume. What is greater? What is greater about

this?

Henry: The waves look bigger.

4.1.6 Responding to student ideas: Helping students see important

relationships in the simulation.

Ms. K: The waves look bigger. . .What is causing that?

What piece of this model is causing the wave to be

bigger?

Henry: The particles.

Ms. K: The particles are causing themselves to be

bigger? What’s causing the particle wave to wave

bigger?

Henry suggested that łthe waves look bigger.ž While somewhat

vague, Ms. K may have recognized that the idea was heading in

the right direction. She asked Henry what was causing the waves

to be bigger. This move may have been to help the students make

logical connections between cause and effect in the model, which

would ultimately allow her to connect the idea with the concept

of energy, her lesson’s learning objective. Henry wasn’t able to

answer her question, so Ms. K tossed the question back to the

group.

Ms. K: Does anyone knowwhat I’m asking here?What

piece of the model is causing the wave to be łbigger?ž

Javier: The speaker.

Ms. K: The speaker! [nods and points to the speaker

in the microworld]. Isn’t it true that the volume

affects the speaker? So, you set the volume, right?
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That tells the speaker what to do and the speaker

controls what the particles do. Is that the correct

statement? So, can I go back and - who just told me

this - that it was moving. . .

Henry: It looked bigger

Ms. K: It is a bigger wave! So, bigger in what way?

Look, watch my hand here, whoops! Too far [traces

front end of speaker back and forth with a whiteboard

marker to capture its displacement as it vibrates]. See

what the speaker is doing? If I turn the volume down,

watch what the speaker does.

Javier: The movement of the speaker. . .

Ms. K: The movement of the speaker is - watch! I’ll

turn it down [adjusts speaker parameter to lower

volume]. How could you describe the energy of this

speaker? Does it have a lot of energy? Does it have

a little bit of energy? How do you know? We’ve stud-

ied energy since the beginning. . .How do you know

that this speaker has a lot or a little? Right? It’s mov-

ing a lot or moving a little. . . So, let’s think about

this. . .when it’s moving a little it only has a little bit

of movement, a little bit of energy, where is it giving

that energy? It’s giving it to the wave, right, to the par-

ticles, and the particles - little bit of movement here,

right - a little bit of squish, vs. let’s look at this - a lot a

bit of squish, right? - pushing those particles way far.

Building on Javier’s idea, Ms. K drew students’ attention to the

speaker and how it moved back and forth with a greater displace-

ment for the high-volume sound, as compared to the low volume

sound. She then connected the speaker’s movement with its energy,

asserting that when the speaker moves a little, it has a little energy.

She asked the students what the speaker gave its energy to, but

didn’t wait for them to respond, asserting that it gave its energy to

the particles whose movement comprised the wave. She then com-

pared the amount of speaker movement with the amount of wave

łsquish,ž asserting that a little bit of speaker movement resulted in

a little bit of squish, while a lot of speaker movement resulted in

a łlot a bit of squish.ž It is reasonable that Ms. K is making these

connections for the students, as she is attempting to tie everything

together and leave the students with a clear takeaway in the 30

seconds remaining before the bell rings.

4.1.7 Responding to student ideas: Connecting simulation data with

scientific terms and student ideas. Ms. K returned to the statement

she had opened the discussion with.

Ms. K: So, I’m going to come back to what I said in

the beginning. When we say, łthe louder the volume

the greater the sound wavesž [bell rings]. Uh oh. We

will revisit this at the beginning of class tomorrow.

Ms. K read the statement aloud, presumably planning to review

its more precise articulation and connect that with speaker en-

ergy/movement and wave energy/squish, but was cut off by the

bell, which signaled the end of the period. She resolved to pick up

the students’ thinking at the start of the period the next morning.

4.1.8 High-level sketch of responsive teaching strategies enacted dur-

ing the whole-class discussion. The analysis presented above walks

through a whole-class discussion during which Ms. K elicited stu-

dents’ ideas and then focused their attention on making sense of an

idea offered by one group. Her goal had been to use the discussion

to move from the students’ own words to the scientific relationship

between a speaker’s volume and the energy of the wave it produces.

In leading the class discussion, she enacted a number of moves to

elicit and respond to student ideas, including moves directly de-

pendent on the technology she had co-designed. To elicit students’

initial ideas, she asked each table group to share what relationships

they had observed in the Sound model. Responding to those ideas,

she selected one idea (łthe louder the volume, the greater the sound

wavesž) and then focused students on making sense of one part of

it (łthe greater the wavesž). She elicited more ideas by running the

simulation with low and high volumes, asking students to identify

what was greater about the sound waves produced by the louder

speaker. Responding to the ideas shared by students in response to

this activity, she enacted a number of strategies, including using

the simulation’s output to test a student’s idea, and helping stu-

dents see important relationships in the simulation. She connected

students’ ideas to science terms in order to build on their thinking

and approach her learning objective in just 8 minutes.

4.2 Ms. K’s reflections on the discussion

Directly following her implementation of the activity, Ms. K walked

up to the researcher operating the video camera and said: łYou just

don’t know what they don’t know until you start poking around. . .

and then it’s absolutely terrifying!ž She resolved to change her

plan for the rest of the week, spending two additional class periods

unpacking students’ thinking about sound waves in the context

of the simulation and concrete phenomena. During a follow-up

interview, Ms. K shared that something she felt had gone well

about the lesson implementation was the computational model she

had co-designed.

I had a lot of reservations about using, you know, the

coding in the class, I’ve never done it before. So, going

into it, I have a lot of reservations about my ability

to teach that to the students and have them use it

effectively. And I was overwhelmingly pleased, all the

way across the board. There were a few people who

didn’t have the model working, but that just lent itself

towards good conversation. And it wasn’t a problem.

And so, I had expectations that things were gonna be

really bumpy. And they worked. And so that was a

huge plus.

Though she felt nervous about how the students would respond

to the part of the lesson where they would be asked to code the

Sound model, she ultimately took the risk and implemented the

activity. Her confidence may have been buoyed by the fact that

she had an intimate understanding of how the model should look

and run when built correctly, as she had helped to design it. Ms. K

shared that one thing that had been challenging about the lesson

implementation was not being able to spend the time to really dig

into student ideas. Her feelings connect with the tensions noted in

the responsive teaching literature described in the introduction, in
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particular, the tension between supporting students’ achievement of

content objectives and allowing them to follow their own thinking

to develop knowledge in a more organic way.

When we’re looking at this. . . they’ve generated all

these ideas, and it’s just, I don’t know, it’s kind of

disheartening to kind of like, just wrap it up really

quick. And, you know, you gotta give a quiz and, and

it’s not that we’re never coming back to anything,

we’re still talking about waves. . . but I don’t know, it

just, it breaks my heart, that we don’t have time to just

really dig our teeth into these ideas. And, and, you

know, flesh them out more and, and really try to help

the kids make sense ś more ś of the phenomenon.

When asked whether she would implement the unit again and

if so, if there was anything that she would change about it, Ms. K

responded that she would like to implement the unit again, that she

was feelingmore confident especiallywith having the students build

the computational models, which had initially been the greatest

source of worry for her. As for what she would change, she talked

at length about needing structures to help students share and make

sense of their ideas.

The day before we did that list on the board, I did

not know how to elicit this. We don’t have a lot of

structures being taught to us as, especially as science

educators, for how to get the kids to get their thoughts

out there, how to organize them, and then how to,

like organize them as a class, sometimes they call this

consensus ś coming to consensus and that kind of

thing, consensus building. And we are never trained

on this. And then so here I am ś got this huge list on

the board. I didn’t have time to go any further. But

like, so what do I do with that? What do I, you know

what I mean, I have no structures in place. And so,

we just came to this like Grand Place. And then we

tidily wrapped up the unit and we, you know, moved

on. And I don’t know, we need structures.

5 DISCUSSION

From the analysis of classroom data, it’s clear that technology

played a central role in Ms. K’s enactment of responsive teaching

strategies. The simulation was at the heart of the activity, as its

objective was to help students make sense of their observations

and infer the relationship between the volume of a speaker and

the energy of the sound wave it produced. The simulation also

played a central role in many of the strategies Ms. K enacted to

elicit and respond to student thinking. She used the simulation

to elicit student ideas during the whole-class discussion by run-

ning it at low and high volumes and asking students what was

łgreaterž about the high-volume wave. She used it to respond to

student ideas, testing one student’s idea to see if higher volume

corresponded with more waves, and to help students see relation-

ships between speaker volume and wave energy illustrated by the

simulation. From the analysis of Ms. K’s reflections on her teaching,

it appears participating in the design of the technology supported

her integration of the simulation into her teaching. Though she

had reservations about implementing the part of the activity where

students used the blocks to code the Sound model, she understood

how the model should run once correctly built, because she had

designed it to look and work a particular way. Perhaps it was this

that gave her the confidence to implement the activity. In reflecting

on her experience, she identified what was still missing for her to

feel truly confident in enacting responsive teaching. This was a

collection of strategies with which she could elicit and respond to

student ideas. Her request provided the seed for our next iteration

of work together, where we will co-design explicit strategies for

eliciting and responding to student ideas in the context of theory-

building activities, including the construction and exploration of

computational models.

Taken together, findings from the analysis of classroom data and

Ms. K’s reflections suggest that responsive teaching can be sup-

ported by the use of computational modeling microworlds and that

teachers’ implementation of such technology can be supported by

involvement in its development, through a co-design process. The

study suggests implications for the design of computational model-

ing microworlds that support responsive teaching. For example, a

simulation should be able to test student hypotheses and provide

enough visual detail to refute or support their ideas, as appropriate,

as demonstrated by the case of Ms. K testing and refuting Penny’s

idea about a louder volume sound corresponding with more waves.

A simulation should also provide enough visual detail that students

can observe the relationships between system parameters and be-

havior through multiple representations, as demonstrated by the

case of Ms. K guiding student attention to the relationship between

the speaker’s movement and the resulting łsquish,ž and therefore

energy, of the wave. The study also suggests that teachers’ imple-

mentation of the computational modeling microworlds would be

best supported with explicit strategies for eliciting and responding

to student ideas. The teacher expressed low confidence in her ability

to enact these aspects of responsive teaching, and her feelings are

likely not unique. By developing strategies that leverage technology

to elicit and respond to student ideas, we can help teachers gain

confidence with implementing both responsive teaching strategies

and computational technologies in their classrooms.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined Ms. K’s enactment of responsive teach-

ing strategies during a whole-class discussion, along with her re-

flections on the experience. The whole-class discussion was her

first experience with eliciting and responding to students’ ideas.

Our analysis highlighted the ways she helped her students artic-

ulate and evaluate their ideas, characterizing her moves in detail

over the discussion, during which she tried to help the students

make sense of the student-generated idea łthe louder the volume,

the greater the sound waves.ž The paper examined how her imple-

mentation of responsive teaching was supported by her use of a

computational modeling microworld she had co-designed with our

research team. It discussed her experience of the implementation,

identifying how the co-design process may have supported her

confidence in implementing the technology, and naming foci of

future co-design iterations. The paper makes empirical contribu-

tions to literature concerned with responsive teaching, literature

concerned with engaging students in computational modeling in

the science classroom, and literature concerned with processes of

teacher/researcher co-design.
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